Confirm®
The smart, cost-effective way to manage your public infrastructure assets.
Infrastructure lies at the heart of government. It drives budgets, enables growth and helps define the quality of life.

Managing these assets is what you do.

It’s not an easy job. Citizens expect well-maintained roads and safer bridges, but don’t want higher taxes. Sensor data provides new opportunities, if you can capture these insights. Plus, there are federal programs such as MAP-21 and the FAST Act that create new paths to funding, but also come with explicit requirements.
Confirm software adds speed, simplicity and savings to every step of infrastructure management:

01. Asset management
02. Day-to-day maintenance
03. Emergency repairs
04. Strategic planning

**A proven track record.**
For more than a decade, cities, towns and counties have relied on this world-class asset management solution to work smarter, stay safer and control costs.

Realize new-found efficiency, transparency and intelligence.
Add value across your entire organization with one, integrated solution.

- The flexibility to manage multiple asset types
- Streamline field operations.
- Simplify business workflow management
- Monitor the condition of assets.
- Step up to federal mandates.
- Gain insight needed to plan effectively.

The engine behind smarter towns and cities

In a world of sensors, mobile devices and Internet-of-Things technologies, every municipality is on a path to becoming smarter and more connected. When you can identify, track and manage these assets, you’ll realize the full value of connected technologies.
End-to-end capabilities provide insight and agility.

**Inventory infrastructure assets.**
Confirm software provides a comprehensive understanding of asset conditions and planned works.

**Schedule work and maintenance.**
Streamline citizen inquiries by instantly recording customer requests directly against specific assets, and then converting them into inspection activities. Schedule proactive and ad-hoc maintenance programs utilizing mobile devices.

**Plan more effectively.**
With a single point of truth linking asset data, operations and financial systems, you can make informed decisions and optimize maintenance management to save significant money.

“Confirm has ultimately enabled us to consolidate the management of our main infrastructure assets into one system.”

– David Clark
Principal Systems Development Officer
Aberdeenshire Council
Unique advantages that simplify and enhance infrastructure management.

- Flexible asset register
- Mobile asset management
- Easy, flexible GIS mapping
- Automatic syncing for mobile devices and data
- Support for all critical workflows
Step up to a smarter, cost-effective way to manage your public infrastructure assets.

“The implementation and rollout of Confirm has successfully delivered against our business plan, releasing cashable savings of over $2 million over five years.”

– Alan Aistrup
Divisional Highways Manager
Lincolnshire County Council

For over 30 years, Location Intelligence solutions from Pitney Bowes have supported critical geospatial operations for clients worldwide. Commercial and public sector customers in 125 countries, across 16 languages, use Pitney Bowes solutions to drive innovation and insight.